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Pre- and Post-Therapy Thallium-201 and
Technetium-99m-Sestamibi SPECT in
Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma
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We prospectively studied the diagnostic potential of 201TI and
99mTc-sestamibi (MIBI) SPECT for evaluating the extent of primary
disease and differentiating residual/recurrent disease from post-
therapy changes in patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC).
Methods: Fifty patients (20 initial presentation, 30 post-therapy
evaluation) underwent 201TIand MIBI imaging. The findings were
correlated with CT/MRI results. Tumor-to-background ratios were
obtained. Biopsy confirmation (14 patients) and/or 6-12 mo clinical
follow-up data (16 patients) were available in the post-therapy
group. Results: All primary disease sites were accurately detected
by both imaging studies in the pretherapy group. However, MIBI-
SPECT was superior to 201TI SPECT (p = 0.0057) in detecting
regional mÃ©tastases(sensitivities of 95% versus 68%). In the post-
therapy group, MIBI and 201TIimaging were true-positive in 14 of 16

patients with proven residual/recurrent. In 17 patients who had no
evidence of residual/recurrent tumor, CT/MRI was false-positive in
13 when MIBI and 201TIimaging were true-negative in 10 and false
positive in 3. MIBI, 201TIand CT/MRI had sensitivities of 87.5%,

87.5%, 100%, specificities of 82.4%, 76.5%, 23.5% and accuracies
of 85%, 82%, 61%, respectively. Tumor-to-background ratios were
<1.5 in all false-positive cases except one. Conclusion: MIBI-
SPECT proves more accurate than 201TI SPECT in detecting re
gional mÃ©tastasesat initial presentation. MIBI and 201TI imaging
have higher specificity and accuracy than CT/MRI and MIBI-SPECT
is slightly more specific than 201TISPECT in differentiating residual/
recurrent disease from post-therapy changes in patients with NPC.

Key Words: nasopharyngeal carcinoma; thallium-201; technetium-
99m-sestamibi; residual disease; SPECT
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IM asopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is recognized as a poten
tially curable disease using combined modality treatments,
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despite the low survival rates reported thus far (/). Early
diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of NPC are important to
improve survival rates. Proper assessment of primary and
metastatic NPC requires clinical/fiberoptic examination fol
lowed by biopsy when necessary, CT/MRI examination of the
nasopharynx and thorax and bone scintigraphy. CT/MRI is the
test of choice for accurate locoregional staging at initial
presentation. Moreover, subclinical tumor extension to parapha-
ryngeal and retropharyngeal spaces is detected only by these
modalities (2-4). After therapy, the clinical situation is com
plicated by post-therapy changes in the anatomic planes that
constitute a diagnostic dilemma in the majority of patients. It is
important to avoid false-positive results since they may lead
clinicians to perform unnecessary treatment options.

Although imaging technology has improved, a gold standard
imaging modality is needed to differentiate viable tumor from
post-therapy changes. Postgadolinium-enhanced MRI has been
reported to be superior to CT in differentiating necrosis from
active tumors, but its false-positive rate for residual/recurrent
disease is still unacceptably high (5,6). There is also increasing
evidence that PET may allow differentiation between inflam
matory changes and viable tumor (7,8). More recently, UC-

methionine has been used to assess treatment response to
radiotherapy in head and neck cancer (9,10). However, its
availability and cost are still major limiting factors. There has
been growing interest in functional imaging using 20IT1 and

MIBI. These agents provide useful tumor imaging information
to differentiate physiologic from pathologic uptake in patients
with various cancers (11-14). Unfortunately, there is scarce

data on scintigraphic evaluation of the extent of primary NPC,
its regional or distant mÃ©tastases,as well as in monitoring the
response to treatment and distinguishing residual/recurrent
tumor from post-therapy changes (15,16). We thought that
clinical application of these tumor imaging agents might further
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refine NPC staging and increase the accuracy in detecting
residual disease after treatment. In this study, we evaluated the
contribution of 20IT1 and MIBI scintigraphy to evaluating the

extent of primary disease as compared with radiographie
modalities and to differentiating residual/recurrent disease from
post-therapy changes as compared with CT/MRI findings in

patients with NPC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We prospectively studied 50 patients with histologically-proven

NPC, who presented either for initial workup before therapy (20
patients) or follow-up after therapy (30 patients) during 15 mo
between September 1994 and December 1995. There were 38 men
and 12 women with a mean age of 44 yr (range 13-72 yr).
Thirty-eight patients had undifferentiated carcinoma (WHO type
III), 12 had squamous-cell carcinoma or nonkeratinizing epider-
moid carcinoma (WHO type I and II) (17). There were 41 patients
at Stage IV, five at Stage III and four at Stage II. All patients had
contemporaneous CT/MRI studies and bone scintigraphy and
results were correlated with the findings on 201T1 and MIBI

scintigraphy.

Pretherapy Group
Twenty consecutive patients were included in the study before

radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The patients underwent imaging
and radiographie studies 7 to 21 days after biopsy of the primary
lesion. Nineteen patients had CT, and one patient had MRI studies.
CT or MRI was used as a gold standard with which the results of
the scintigraphic studies were compared.

Post-therapy Group

Thirty patients were studied after therapy. Histopathologic (14
patients) and/or 6-12-mo clinical follow-up data (16 patients) were

used as the gold standard against which the results of the scinti
graphic and radiographie studies were compared. Fifteen patients
had MRI and 15 had CT studies. The interval between imaging
studies and completion of therapy ranged from 3 to 20 mo (mean
8 mo). All patients had received 60-70 Gy to the nasopharynx and
46-70 Gy to the cervical and supraclavicular lymph nodes.
Twenty-one patients had also received cisplatin-based chemother
apy consisting of cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil or cisplatin, bleomy-
cin and methotrexate. Fourteen patients had biopsy confirmation
performed within 7 to 15 days of scintigraphic and radiographie
studies. Nasopharyngeal biopsy was performed in 11 patients,
fine-needle aspiration in one and excisional biopsy in two for
doubtful cervical lymph node mÃ©tastases.In those patients whose
histopathology revealed no evidence of viable tumor, we obtained
6-12-mo follow-up data and confirmed the results by stable
CT/MRI findings and normal endoscopie examination in order to
avoid possible false-negative biopsy results that could stem from
sampling errors. For 16 patients, we did not have histopathologic
confirmation as there was no appreciable mass to biopsy in the
nasopharynx on endoscopie examination in nine patients, there
were distant mÃ©tastasesin five, rendering biopsy unnecessary, and
two patients were considered to have a recurrent tumor by CT/MRI
criteria and clinical evaluation (Table 2, Patients 4 and 16). In these
16 patients, 6-12-mo follow-up data, repeated CT/MRI and endo

scopie examinations were available.

Imaging Studies
A dual-head ADAC Genesys camera interfaced with an ADAC

Pegasys SPIO computer system was used for image acquisition. A
low-energy, general-purpose collimator was used for 201T1,and a
low-energy, high-resolution collimator was used for MIBI imag
ing. The time interval between 201T1and MIBI imaging ranged
from 3 hr to 5 days. Thallium-201 scintigraphy was performed
before MIBI imaging in all patients. All patients were pretreated

with potassium perchlorate (6 mg/kg) to suppress physiological
uptake of 201T1and MIBI in the salivary glands. All patients

underwent whole-body scintigraphy and SPECT of the head and
neck 30 min after the administration of 111 MBq 201T1and 555

MBq MIBI. SPECT was performed in a circular step-and-shoot
mode, at 360Â°for sixty-four 30-sec views using a matrix size of

64 X 64 and a zoom-factor of 1.85. SPECT projections were
reconstructed using a filtered backprojection technique with a
Butterworth filter, a cutoff frequency of 0.5, an order of 10 for
2Â°'T1SPECT and a Gaussian filter, a cutoff frequency of 0.5 and an

order of 20 for MIBI SPECT. After attenuation correction, images
were displayed in coronal, sagittal and transverse slices. Tumor-
to-background ratios were obtained using ROIs drawn in consec
utive coronal slices that contained the entire tumor volume. For
MIBI imaging, physiologic uptake in the head and neck was noted
in the pituitary glands, nasal and oral cavity, pharyngeal recesses,
bilaterally, maxillary sinuses, parotids, palatine, submandibular
and sublingual salivary glands. Any uptake other than physiologic
uptake was considered positive for residual/recurrent or metastatic
disease. The scintigraphic studies were interpreted by two nuclear
physicians and a consensus was reached regarding the findings.

CT scans were obtained using a Philips Tomoscan SR 7000
scanner, 3-5-mm sections and using IV contrast. MRI was per
formed using Philips Gyroscan Til in multiple planes with both Tl-
and T2-weighted pulse sequences using IV Gd-DTPA for evaluat
ing primary disease in the nasopharynx and its extension to the
regional lymph nodes and adjacent tissues. At least one coronal and
sagittal T l-weighted and one axial T2-weighted sequence was
included in the MRI examination. Slice thickness ranged from 3 to
5 mm. The images were interpreted as either suggesting residual/
recurrent mass or no residual/recurrent mass by an experienced
radiologist.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows,
version 5.01. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of scinti
graphic and radiographie modalities were calculated by taking the
biopsy data in 14 patients and clinical follow-up data in 16 patients
as a gold standard.

RESULTS
The 20IT1 and MIBI uptake in the salivary glands was not

affected by stimulation of the discharge mechanism of the
salivary glands with potassium perchlorate ingestion in all
patients.

Pretherapy Group
Nasopharynx. The results of 20IT1 and MIBI imaging and

CT/MRI data are summarized in Table 1. There were no
false-negative studies for the primary disease located in the
nasopharynx for both scintigraphic studies (Figs. 1A, B). The
size of the tumors detected in the nasopharynx ranged between
3 and 7 cm. Due to the necrotic component in the core of the
large tumors, radiotracer uptake was heterogeneous, and the
tumor-to-background ratios were relatively lower than those
with no necrotic component on CT/MRI. The mean tumor-to-
background ratio in the nasopharynx was 3.76 Â±1.34 (range
2.4 to 6.4) for MIBI-SPECT and 2.35 Â±0.67 (range 1.3 to 3.52)
for 2Â°'T1SPECT (Table 1). There was a statistically significant
difference between the ratios obtained from 20IT1 and MIBI

scintigraphies (p < 0.0001; Wilcoxon test).
Lymph Nodes. Cervical lymph nodes were involved to

various degrees in all but four patients. Among 16 patients with
cervical lymph node involvement there were 19 sites, 18 of
which were detected by MIBI-SPECT (95%). One metastatic
lymph node could not be detected because of the overlying
physiologic uptake in the adjacent parotid gland. The size of the
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TABLE 1
Tumor/Background Ratios in Nasopharynx and Metastatic Sites in the Pretherapy Group

Nasopharynx Cervical lymph nodes and distant mÃ©tastases

Patientno.1234567891011121314151617181920MeanÂ±s.d.Â«TI1.301.862.302.431.501.901.911.622.103.702.103.312.851.702.102.002.812.802.613.002.35

Â±0.67MIBI1.712.443.512.802.402.703.002.544.316.402.905.005.062.413.004.005.005.306.053.653.76Â±1.34Patient

no.1234567891011121314151617181920Mean

Â±s.d.201-r,1.80-FN1.901.801.812.10-FN1.472.322.00-FN2.94â€”â€”-FN2.201.85-FN1.953.13-FNâ€”â€”2.09Â±0.47MIBI2.202.501.541.481.505.301.401.354.002.101.357.00â€”â€”-FN2.902.802.051.942.951.45â€”â€”2.59Â±1.75CT/MRI

Site+f

CLN+

CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLNâ€”â€”+

CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
CLN+
SCL+
CLN+
CLNâ€”â€”Size

(cm)*555211028103282.5233352.5

'Greatest diameter.

*Lymph node metastasis detected by CT.
CLN = cervical lymph node; SCL = supraclavicular lymph node; FN = false-negative.

minimal detectable lymph node was 1 cm for both MIBI and
201T1SPECT. The detectability of lymph node involvement was

not dependent on lesion size for either imaging study (Table 1).
Of the 19 metastatic lymph nodes, 201T1 SPECT was false-

negative in six. The size of these lymph nodes ranged from 1.5
to 5 cm (Figs. 2A, B). The results for CT/MRI, MIBI and 201T1

scintigraphy were statistically different from one another in
detecting primary disease (p = 0.0057; Cochran Q-test). Fur
ther analysis using McNemar's test revealed that MIBI findings

were not different from those of the gold standard (CT/MRI)
(p = 1.0), whereas the results for 201T1 were significantly

different from those of the gold standard (p = 0.03)
The mean tumor-to-background ratios for the disease in the

region of cervical lymph nodes were 2.59 Â± 1.75 (range:
1.35-5.3) and 2.09 Â±0.47 (range: 1.47-3.13) for MIBI and
2Â°'T1SPECT, respectively (Table 1). There was a statistically
significant difference between the ratios obtained from 201T1

and MIBI scintigraphies (p < 0.0001; Wilcoxon test). Overall
sensitivity for MIBI and 201T1 imaging was 97% and 85%,

respectively, for detecting primary disease and its regional
mÃ©tastases(Table 3). Specificity could not be determined due to
inadequate number of true-negative sites.

Post-Therapy Group
The results of 201T1, MIBI, CT/MRI and biopsy data are

summarized in Table 2. Table 3 shows the percentage sensitiv
ity, specificity and accuracy of 2()1T1,MIBI imaging compared

with CT/MRI. In 30 patients, 33 sites were evaluated for the
presence or absence of residual/recurrent or metastatic disease
after therapy. Based on histologie confirmation in 14 patients
and 6- to 12-mo clinical follow-up in 16, there was recurrent/
residual or metastatic disease in 16 sites (7 nasopharynx, 5 bony

mÃ©tastases,4 cervical lymph nodes). Of the 16 sites, both 20IT1

and MIBI imaging were true positive in the corresponding 14
sites (87.5%), while CT/MRI was true positive in all 16 (100%)
(Table 3). The minimal detectable lesion was 1.6 cm for both
MIBI and 201T1SPECT. Both scintigraphic methods failed to

detect metastatic sites in the bones (vertebra, pelvis), but bone
scintigraphy successfully detected these sites (Fig. 3). On the
other hand, both 20IT1and MIBI scintigraphy were true positive

in the other three patients who had bony mÃ©tastases(Table 2;
Patients 3, 10, 29).

There was no evidence of recurrent/residual disease in 17
sites as proven by biopsy (eight patients) and/or clinical
follow-up (nine patients). Biopsy data revealed chronic inflam

mation and/or necrotic tissue in all specimens negative for
tumors. Keeping sampling errors in mind, we confirmed the
negative results with the patients' 6- to 12-mo clinical fol

low-up data. MIBI was true-negative in 14 (82%) sites when
CT/MRI was true-negative in only four (23.5%) sites (Table 3).
CT/MRI was false-positive in 13 (76%) sites when MIBI was
also false-positive in the corresponding 3 sites ( 18%). Thallium-
201 imaging was true-negative in 13 sites that correspond to the
same sites as those negative for tumor on MIBI imaging and
false-positive in four patients, two of whom also had false-
positive MIBI and CT/MRI. The other two false-positive
patients on 201T1imaging were true-negative on MIBI imaging

(Table 2, Patients 11 and 18) when one was true-negative and
the other was false-positive on CT/MRI (Figs. 4A, B).

The mean tumor-to-background ratio was 2.85 Â±1.35 (range

1.50 to 5.30) for MIBI and 1.75 Â±0.49 (range 1.2 to 3.51) for
20IT1 imaging for all true-positive cases (Table 2). There was a
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FIGURE 1. (A)Transverse (upper panels)and coronal slices (lower panels)of
MIBI and 201TISPECT studies, respectively, reveal intense radiotracer uptake

in the region of nasopharynx (arrows) consistent with a malignant process.
(B) CT study of the nasopharynx demonstrates a mass obliterating the
pharyngeal recesses, bilaterally, and extending anteriorly towards the nasal
cavity consistent with NPC.

statistically significant difference between the ratios obtained
from 201Tl and MIBI scintigraphies (p < 0.0001; Wilcoxon test).

Neither the results for 2T)lTl nor those for MIBI were

statistically different from one another for predicting residual/
recurrent or metastatic NPC (p = 0.65; Cochran Q-test). Using

the Kappa test, the concordance between the findings on the
gold standard (biopsy and/or 6-12-mo follow-up data) and
those on MIBI and 201T1imaging were 69.7% (s.e. = 12.4%)

and 63.7% (s.e. = 13.29%), respectively. The mean tumor-to-
background ratios were 1.59 Â±0.17 and 1.47 Â± 0.22 for
false-positive MIBI and 201T1imaging, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Imaging is an integral part of clinical staging and treatment

planning in NPC patients (1,2,18). At initial presentation, CT or
MRI is the test of choice for outlining the size of the tumor and
its extension to adjacent tissues (1,19). After therapy, PET
appears promising in differentiating post-therapy changes from
residual/recurrent disease in head and neck cancers, but its
availability is still a major limitation (9,10). On the other hand,
much more practical scintigraphic techniques are in demand in
oncology, such as 20IT1 and MIBI imaging. Because of the

rarity of NPC, neither of these agents has been studied exten
sively for detecting primary tumors or differentiating post-
therapy changes from viable tumor.

FIGURE 2. (A) Coronal slices of MIBI SPECT head and neck study demon
strate an area of increased focal uptake in the right superior cervical region
consistent with lymph node metastasis, whereas coronal slices of 201TI

SPECT of the corresponding region do not show any discernible focus of
abnormal radiotracer accumulation. Additionally, the other focus of radio-

tracer uptake superiorly in the left is consistent with the secretion of MIBI
through the ventricles; right ventricle is not symmetrically visualized because
of the patient's slightly tilted position. (B) CT study of the nasopharynx shows

an enlarged lymph node (arrow) in the right upper cervical region consistent
with lymph node metastasis.

Pretherapy Group
We found an overall sensitivity of 97% for MIBI and 85% for

201T1imaging in detecting primary tumor and regional lymph

nodes (Table 3). In contrast to our findings, Kao et al. (75) reported
a sensitivity of 70% for MIBI imaging in patients with NPC. The
lower sensitivity rates obtained in this previous study could be due
to the differences in patient populations and to different acquisition
protocols and camera sensitivities. We used a dual-headed camera

with a relatively longer acquisition time to increase sensitivity and
a zoom factor to have adequate resolution. In our study, 201T1

detected the primary tumor in all patients, while it failed to detect
32% of the regional metastatic lymph nodes (Fig. 2A). On the other
hand, MIBI-SPECT detected 95% of the metastatic lymph nodes

and missed one that was adjacent to the parotid gland. The
differences in the metabolic rate of glucose utilization, enzyme
function and ATPase pump could account for different distribution
patterns in the primary site and mÃ©tastases.Since 201Tlaccumula

tion is considered a reflection of ATPase activity and energy
consumption, tumors with lower metabolic rates may not accumu
late 2Â°'Tl(13). In a previous study, 20IT1uptake was reported to be

an indicator of viable tumor cells with faster DNA synthesis (20).
Similarly in our study, the proliferation rate of the primary tumor
might be higher than that of the metastatic sites. In rapidly
proliferating cells, the activity of the ATPase pump and mitochon-
drial oxidative capacity will increase both MIBI and 2()1T1uptake

and retention. However, in cells of lower metabolism, although
ATPase activity slows down, membrane potentials and mitochon
dria! activity will be spared allowing adequate MIBI uptake.
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TABLE 2
Tumor/Background Ratios in the Post-therapy Group

Site1.SCL2.

NPX3.
Bone4.
NPX5.
NPX6.
NPX7.
SCL8.
NPX9.

NPX10.
CLNBone11.

NPX12.
NPX13.
NPX14.
NPX15.
NPX16.
NPX18.
NPX19.
NPX20.
NPX21.
NPX22.
NPX23.
NPX24.

NPXBone26.

NPX27.
NPX28.
NPX29.

NPXBone30.

BoneMean
Â±s.d.am-nTPTNTPTPFPTNTPTNFPTPTPFPTNTPTPTPTPFPTNTNTNTNTNTPTNTNTNTNTPTPFNRatio1.25â€”1.612.001.45â€”1.85â€”1.251.721.711.80â€”1.431.701.921.651.50â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”1.73â€”â€”â€”â€”3.511.94â€”1.75Â±0.49MIBITPTNTPTPFPFPTPTNFPTPTPTNTNTPTPTPTPTNTNTNTNTNTNTPTNTNTNTNTPTPFNRatio1.55â€”1.823.821.551.802.10â€”1.473.411.74â€”â€”2.004.925.302.70â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”3.15â€”â€”â€”â€”4.901.54â€”2.85Â±1.35CT/MRI+TP+FP+TP+TP+FP+FP+TP+FP+FP+TP+TP+FP-TN+TP+TP+TP+TP-TN-TN-TN+FP+

FP+
FP+TP+

FP+FP+

FP+FP+TP+TP+TPBiopsy+-NPNP--+-NPNPNPâ€”NP++++NPNPNPNPNPNPNPNP---NPNPNPRes/rec

dis*+-++--+--++â€”â€”++++-â€”â€”â€”â€”-+â€”â€”â€”-+++

'Clinical decision for residual or recurrent disease by biopsy and/or clinical follow-up.

SCL = supraclavicular lymph node; NPX = nasopharynx; NP = not performed; CLN = cervical lymph node; FP = false-positive; TN = true-negative; TP =
true-positive; FN = false-negative.

TABLE 3
Statistical Analysis in Nasopharynx and Cervical Lymph Nodes

PretherapygroupTPTNFPFNSensitivity

(%)Specificity^
(%)Accuracy

(%)PPVNPVÂ¡Â»if,NPX20000100100100t201-nLN1340668.48510040MIBINPX20000100100100tMIBILN1840194.795.610080201-n14134287.576.581.877.786.7Post-therapy

groupMIBI14143287.582.484.882.487.5CT/MRI16413010023.560.755.2t

"There were no true-negative cases to determine specificity.

fThere were not enough true-negative cases to determine specificity.

NPX = nasopharynx; LN = lymph nodes; TP = true-positive; TN = true-negative; FP = false-positive; FN = false-negative; PPV = positive predictive
value; NPV = negative predictive value.
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FIGURE 3. Posterior whole-body bone image depicts an area of intense
increased radiotracer uptake in the left sacroiliac joint extending towards
posterior iliac crest where the patient experiences excruciating pain (arrow).
This focus was consistent with bony metastatic disease, but posterior
whole-body images of both MIBI and 201TIstudies were false-negative by not

revealing any focus of increased radiotracer uptake in the corresponding
region.

Post-Therapy Group

In the clinical setting, intracavitary brachytherapy and/or
small-field external irradiation is added to the therapy protocol
when there is a radiographically or histologically persistent
tumor (23). Therefore, a specific functional imaging modality is
most needed when radiographie modalities depict a mass
indistinguishable from the residual/recurrent tumor. In this
study, we found higher specificity and accuracy for both
scintigraphic methods as compared with radiographie modali
ties. MIBI imaging allowed greater specificity and accuracy
than 201Tl imaging. Togawa et al. (16) suggested that 201T1

imaging should be used to monitor response to therapy in NPC,
but they did not comparatively study MIBI imaging to deter
mine the better imaging agent. Furthermore, their series did not
have an adequate number of patients (9 patients) to determine
firm conclusions (16).

Tumor-to-background ratios were s 1.5 in all false-positive
cases, except for two patients (Table 2; Patients 6 and 11). This
finding was in accordance with most post-therapy benign
conditions having uptake ratios below 1.5 (13). Since biopsy
results of these false-positive sites revealed chronic inflamma
tion and dense vasculature, high blood flow in the inflammatory
tissue might influence uptake of radiotracers. Alternatively, the
accumulation of 201T1 or MIBI might occur passively due to

altered permeability of injured cell membranes in irreversible
cell death, since three of five false-positive scans were obtained
after 3 to 4 mo of radiotherapy, a period during which the
effects of radiotherapy might continue. There were three mis
matched false-positive 20IT1 and MIBI studies (Table 2; Pa
tients 6,11,18). Two of three patients with false-positive 201T1

and true-negative MIBI histologically had ongoing nasopharyn-
geal infections. Due to the increased proliferation rate, 201T1

imaging may tend to show false-positive in infections. The

FIGURE 4. (A) Transverse slices (arrows, upper panel) and coronal slices
(arrows, lower panel) of MIBI SPECT head and neck study, do not demon
strate any area of abnormal radiotracer uptake in the nasopharynx. However,
the 201T1SPECT study shows a focus of increased radiotracer uptake in the

nasopharynx extending towards the right pharyngeal nasopharynx (arrows).
(B) CT study of the nasopharynx performed 4 mo after completion of therapy
shows a residual mass in the nasopharynx (arrow) interpreted as residual/
recurrent NPC, but biopsy of the corresponding region revealed chronic
inflammatory changes with no evidence of residual carcinoma. Ten-month
clinical follow-up data confirmed biopsy findings rendering 201TI and CT
results false-positive.

other patient (Table 2; Patient 6) evaluated 3 mo after radio
therapy underwent MIBI-SPECT 10 days before 2()lTl SPECT,

a period during which inflammatory changes could regress and
render false-negative studies as true-negative. False-negative
results obtained for bone mÃ©tastasesmay be ascribed to the
lower extraction fraction of radiotracers by the skeleton.

CONCLUSION
MIBI imaging was found to be more sensitive in detecting

lymph nodes and more specific and accurate than 2(llTl and
CT/MRI in differentiating post-therapy changes from residual/
recurrent disease. Therefore, MIBI-SPECT may be incorpo
rated into the work-up of patients with NPC at initial presen
tation to obtain baseline studies and after therapy to elucidate
the nature of persistent masses. However, false-negative results
for the disease sites adjacent to the parotid/salivary glands and
in the bones should be taken into consideration. Nonetheless,
currently MIBI cannot obviate the need of repeated histologie
confirmation to avoid false-negative results caused by sampling
errors. Therefore, there is clearly a need for a further trial with
more patients and longer follow-up periods to determine the
influence of MIBI on patient management.

SPECT INNASOPHARYNGEALCARCINOMAâ€¢Kostakoglu et al. 1961
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Prognostic Value of Thyroglobulin after
Thyroidectomy before Ablative Radioiodine
Therapy in Thyroid Cancer
Frank GrÃ¼nwald,Christian Menzel, Rolf Fimmers, Paul O. Zamora and Hans J. Biersack
Department of Nuclear Medicine, and Institute for Medical Statistics, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany

Serum thyroglobulin (Tg) is a suitable marker for differentiated
thyroid carcinoma after total thyroid ablation by surgery and 131I
therapy. Before the first 131Itreatment, Tg is not a reliable tumor

marker since it can also originate from remnant tissue. It was
hypothesized that the ratio of serum Tg to 131Iuptake in the thyroid

bed could be used to correct Tg values for variations in remnant
tissue. Methods: The hypothesis was evaluated in 111 patients with
differentiated thyroid cancer (38 follicular/73 papillary). Tg and 131I
uptake in the thyroid bed were measured before the first 131I
therapy. The ratio of Tg to 131I uptake was determined in four
groups: Group A, tumor free (n = 81); Group B, lymph node
mÃ©tastases(n = 11); Group C, distant mÃ©tastases(n = 11); Group
D, later recurrence [during a mean follow-up of 56 mo; (n = 8)].
Wilcoxon two-sample test was performed to determine statistical
significance between Group A and Groups B-D. Results: Significant
differences in the Tg/131l uptake ratios (median) between Group A

(1.0 ng/ml/%) and Groups B (3.3 ng/ml/%), C (20.2 ng/ml/%) and D
(3.3 ng/ml/%) were observed (p < 0.01). In tumor-free patients
(Group A), there was no value higher than 5.7 ng/ml/%. Therefore, a
higher ratio, observed Â¡n14 of the 30 remaining patients, was
indicative of mÃ©tastasesor later recurrence. Conclusion: The ratio
of serum Tg to 131Iuptake in the thyroid bed might be used as a

prognostic marker for thyroid cancer before implementing ablation
with 131I.
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amounts of serum thyroglobulin (Tg) can be found in
the serum of most healthy people, but it can be elevated in
several benign thyroid diseases (1,2) and in thyroid cancer
(3-10). Since Tg is a normal tissue component, it can only be
reliably used as a "tumor marker" after total thyroid ablation,
such as after thyroidectomy and ablative 13II therapy. In these

cases, serum Tg is a very reliable marker for the local
recurrence of thyroid cancer, lymph node mÃ©tastases and
distant-site mÃ©tastases.Serum Tg has the advantage of high
sensitivity (>90%) in detecting recurrence and/or mÃ©tastases
and can be used under TSH-suppressive thyroxine therapy

(although the sensitivity of serum Tg also depends on TSH).
Scintigraphy with 131Iis used as a generalized "marker" for

thyroid tissue as a result of its uptake and subsequent incorpo
ration into tissue Tg, whether it be in the normal thyroid
remnant or in thyroid cancers. Whole-body scintigraphy with
1311 is commonly used to detect the recurrence of thyroid

carcinoma and/or metastatic lesions. The procedure requires
thyroid hormone withdrawal to induce hypothyroidism and
maximize uptake of 131Iand its subsequent incorporation into

Tg. In some cases, whole-body scintigraphy fails to detect
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